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Summary. The aim of this article is to analyse the popular perception of the nightmare in medieval
Europe. The first section will explore the ways in which the base experience of the nightmare (as docu-
mented in neuropsychological research) was interpreted according to Church doctrine, classical dream
theories and Galenic medicine. Then, with reference to the remedies used to protect the body against
themara found inAnglo-Saxonmedicalmanuals and the tales of demonic/ghostly assault from twelfth-
century Anglo-Norman literature, it will be seen how the authoritative interpretations of the nocturnal
assault were replicated, rejected or interpolated in the rhythms of daily life. Ultimately, this article will
argue that the nightmare experience can be read as an independent ‘text’; a universal function of the
human body that is given substance and coherence depending on the habits, experiences and fears
of the percipient.
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Introduction

In these days a wonderful event befell in the county of Buckingham.…A certain man
died, and, according to custom…was laid in the tomb on the eve of the Lord’s Ascen-
sion. On the following night, however, having entered the bed where his wife was
reposing, he not only terrified her on awaking, but nearly crushedher by the insupport-
able weight of his body.1

The night-time assault motif has enjoyed a long-lasting presence in the religious, medical
and folk traditions of Western Europe. As the etymologies of the terms ephialtes (Greek),
incubus (Latin), mara (OE, Norse), nyghtesmare (Middle English), cauchemar (French) and
martröd (Icelandic) suggest, the experience of being assaulted by an evil agent during or
on the cusp of sleep occurred across a wide chronological and geographical spectrum.2

Indeed, the Arabic kabuus (‘pressing ghost’) Japanese kanashibari (‘to bind with chains’)
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1William of Newburgh, Historia Rerum Anglicarum in
Chronicles of the Reigns of Stephen, Henry II., and
Richard I, vol. 2, ed. Richard Howlett, Rolls Series 82
(London: Longman, 1884–5), Book Five, Chapter 22.
English translation taken from Joseph Stevenson, The
Church Historians of England, vol. 4, pt. 2 (London:
Seeley, 1861). Online edition, ed. Scott McLetchie,

2009. Available from <http://legacy.fordham.edu/
halsall/basis/williamofnewburgh-intro.asp>, accessed
14 March 2014.

2Cognates of ‘mara’, which itself derives from the
Indo-European word moros (to drive out) or mar (to
crush) are found in many northern European
languages.
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and the Chinese bei guai chaak (‘being pressed by a ghost’) are afflictions that bear remark-
able aetiological similarities to the occidental nightmare.3 From the perspective of English-
language scholarship, investigations into the nocturnal assault have tended to focus on the
sources from the Early Modern period, specifically the relationship between the nightmare
and the agency of thewitch (‘hag’).4 Interestingly, accounts of being throttled or suffocated
during sleep have often been ignored in research on the Eastern European vampire, with
much more emphasis being placed on the socio-political context of the wider ‘epidemic’.5

As the opening extract from William of Newburgh’s Historia Rerum Anglicarum (c.1198)
intimates, the base components of the phenomenon—the feeling of being crushed or
harassed by a shadowy, ghostly agent—can also be detected in medieval iterations of the
walking corpse narrative. These cross-cultural commonalities are nomere quirk of historical
contingency. The universal nature of the human body is the structuring principle that binds
each manifestation of the nightmare together.6

Indeed, recent developments in neuropsychology and social anthropologyhavemadeex-
plicit theconnectionbetweenthenightmareexperienceandthesymptomsof sleepparalysis
combined with hypnopompic and hypnagogic dream states.7 In brief, nightmares are said
to occur when the REM stage of sleep—characterised by the suppression of muscle activity
(sleep paralysis) and rapid eyemovements (dreams)—intrudes onto the transitional periods
between sleep (the hypnagogic stage) and wakefulness (the hypnopompic stage). Charac-
teristic of this state is a ‘sense of presence’ and a feeling of dread.8 During REM sleep the
bodyassumesa stateofhyper-vigilance, aphysiological necessity for theunconsciousdetec-
tion of external, physical threats. The sufferer of a nightmare is partially conscious of his or
her surroundings and is thus aware of the dream-visions and the underlying feeling of
danger. Since there is no true external source for the threat and considering that the sufferer
is unable to move, the feeling of apprehension is extended to a prolonged feeling of fear,
somethingwhich is then fleshed out and given substance according to the cultural andphe-
nomenological schema of the percipient.9 Ambiguous, terrifying visions are not the only
aspect of REM sleep to be experienced by the victim. Auditory hallucinations, often taking
the formof insensible groaning, scratching and tapping sounds, are sometimesmore prom-
inent than the vague and often confusing imagery conjured up by the dream.10

3Shelley R. Adler, Sleep Paralysis: Night-Mares, Nocebos,
and the Mind–Body Connection (New Brunswick, NJ:
Rutgers University Press, 2011), 14–16.

4See especially thework conducted byOwenDavies, ‘The
Nightmare Experience, Sleep Paralysis and Witchcraft
Accusations’, Folklore, 2003,114, 181–203. The term
‘hag’ derives from the OE hægtesse, meaning ‘witch’.

5See, amongst others, Paul Barber,Vampires, Burial, and
Death (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1988);
Marie-Hélène Heut, ‘Deadly Fears: Dom Augustin
Calmat’s Vampires and the Rule over Death’,
Eighteenth-Century Life, 1997, 21, 222–32; Koen
Vermier, ‘Vampires as Creatures of the Imagination:
Theories of Body, Soul, and Imagination in Early
Modern Vampire Tracts (1659–1755)’, in Yvonne
Maskell, ed.,Diseases of the Imagination and Imaginary
Disease in the Early Modern Period (Turnhout: Brepols,
2011), 341–73; Peter J. Bräunlein, ‘The Frightening

Borderlands of Enlightenment: The Vampire Problem’,
Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological and Bio-
medical Sciences, 2012, 43, 710–19.

6Adler, Sleep Paralysis, 2.
7J. Allan Cheyne, Steve D. Rueffer and Ian R. Newby-
Clark: ‘Hypnagogic and Hypnopompic Hallucinations
during Sleep Paralysis: Neurological and Cultural Con-
struction of the Nightmare’, Consciousness and Cogni-
tion, 1999, 8, 319–37; ‘Relations among Hypnagogic
and Hypnopompic Experiences associated with Sleep
Paralysis’, Journal of Sleep Research, 1999, 8, 313–17;
J. Allan Cheyne, ‘Sleep Paralysis and the Structure of
Waking-Nightmare Hallucinations’, Dreaming, 2003,
13, 163–79.

8Cheyne et al., ‘Cultural Constructionof theNightmare’,
322.

9Ibid., 330.
10Ibid., ‘Sleep Paralysis’, 316.
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The feeling of being ‘crushed’, the defining characteristic as far as the etymology of the
word ‘nightmare’ is concerned, also relates to the processes of sleep paralysis.Muscle relax-
ation is one of themost prominent physiological changes the body undertakes during REM
sleep. The relaxation of the chest muscles forces the sleeper to breathe at amuch shallower
rate. The inability of the victim to take deep breaths may be interpreted as something—or
someone—pressing down on the chest, adding to the already palpable sense of danger.11

How the sufferer responded to these cognitive dysfunctions depended on his or her spe-
cific cultural experiences andbeliefs regarding the origin/perpetrator of the attack. The folk-
lorist David J. Hufford and sociologist RobertC.Ness, for example, have focusedon theways
inwhich themedical nightmare correlatedwith contemporary accounts of poltergeist activ-
ity and ‘hag ridings’ in Newfoundland, Canada.12 Despite some fascinating and pertinent
discoveries—such as the hypothesis that the overworked, tired and mentally fragile were
the most susceptible to an attack, and that group hysteria can make the nightmare ‘conta-
gious’—never once do Hufford and Ness’s interviewees claim that their assailants were
the actual, physical corpses of the dead. Such fears were absent from mental schemas of
the Newfoundland residents and, as a result, failed to cohere from the symptoms of the
experience.13

Even in cultural contexts where there was a greater range of possibilities concerning the
identity of the assailant, only rarely has the neuropsychological-experiential model been
used to explicate the encounter between the supernatural agent and its initial, sleeping
victim.14 Moreover, for all the research into the folklore of ‘riding-ghosts’, mara, incubi,
and hags, sources that reveal the connection between crushing, sleep paralysis, and rev-
enant activity have been given only marginal consideration, especially in medieval con-
texts.15 Given the widespread belief in the walking dead in medieval Europe, the
relationship between the restless corpse and the nightmare experience may have been a
lot more common than we currently appreciate.16 With nocturnal, bedroom assaults
being a standard feature of EarlyModernwitch and vampire narratives, it can be contended

11Adler, Sleep Paralysis, 80.
12David J. Hufford, ‘A New Approach to the “Old Hag”:
The Nightmare Tradition—Re-Examined’, in Wayland
Hand, ed., American Folk Medicine: A Symposium
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976),
73–85; The Terror that Comes in the Night (Philadel-
phia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1982), 55;
Robert C. Ness, ‘The Old Hag Phenomenon as Sleep
Paralysis: A Biocultural Interpretation’, Culture, Medi-
cine and Psychiatry, 1978, 2, 15–39.

13Ness, ‘The Old Hag Phenomenon’, 31.
14See Davies, ‘Nightmare Experience’, 194–5.
15On riding ghosts, see Eivind Haga, ‘TheNightmare—A
RidingGhostwith Sexual Connotations’,Nord Psykiatr
Tidssker, 1989, 46, 515–20; on mara, see Catherine
Raudvere, ‘Analogy Narratives and Fictive Rituals:
Some Legends of the Mara in Scandinavian Folk
Belief’, Nordic Yearbook of Folklore, 1995, 51,
41–62; Alaric Hall, ‘The Evidence for Maran, the
Anglo-Saxon “Nightmares”’, Neophilologus, 2009,
91, 299–317; on incubi, see Maaike van der Lugt,
‘The Incubus in Scholastic Debate:Medicine, Theology

and Popular Belief’, in Peter Biller and Joseph Ziegler,
eds, Religion and Medicine in the Middle Ages (York:
York Medieval Press, 2001), 175–99, at 176; on
hags, see Owen Davies, ‘Hag-riding in Nineteenth-
Century West Country England and Newfoundland:
An Examination of an Experience-centred Witchcraft
Tradition’, Folk Life, 1997, 35, 36–53, at 36. On the
medieval context, see Nicolas Kiessling, ‘Grendel: A
New Aspect’, Modern Philology, 1968, 65, 191–201;
The Incubus in English Literature: Provenance and
Progeny (Pullman, WA: Washington State University
Press, 1997), 16–20.

16On belief in the walking dead, see especially Nancy
Caciola ‘Wraiths, Revenants and Ritual in Medieval
Culture’, Past and Present, 1996, 152, 3–45; Jacque-
line Simpson, ‘Repentant Soul orWalkingCorpse?De-
batable Apparitions in Medieval England’, Folklore,
2003, 114, 389–402; John Blair ‘The Dangerous
Dead in Early Medieval England’, in Stephen Baxter
et al., eds, Early Medieval Studies in Memory of
Patrick Wormald (London: Ashgate, 2009), 539–59.
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that similar patterns of belief—habitual ‘texts’—can bemapped onto themore ambiguous
narratological elements from analogous medieval sources.

Taking a necessarily broad approach to the topic, the first part of the investigation will
explore the ways in which the base experience of the nightmare (as understood in neuro-
psychological research)was interpretedaccording to classical dreamtheories,Galenicmedi-
cine and Church doctrine. Then, with reference to the remedies used to protect the body
against ‘strange visitors’ in Anglo-Saxon medical textbooks and the tales of demonic/
ghostly assault fromAnglo-Norman literature, it will be seen how the authoritative interpre-
tations of the nocturnal assault were replicated, rejected, or interpolated in the rhythms of
daily life.17 The upsurge of interest in vampiric activity following the so-called ‘epidemic’ of
the 1700s resulted in the publication of a detailed body of work on the undead encounter,
with multiple references to bedroom assaults. Compendia such as Augustine Calmet’s Dis-
sertations Upon the Apparitions of Angels (1759), will thus be used to structure the subtex-
tual reading of the agency of themedieval revenant, specifically the examples fromWilliam
ofNewburgh’sHistoriaRerumAnglicarum.18Ultimately, itwill bearguedthat thenightmare
experiencecanbe readasan independent ‘text’; auniversal functionof thehumanbody that
is given substance andcoherencedependingon thehabits, experiences and fears of theper-
cipient. Given the correct socio-cultural circumstances, the nightmare could be subsumed
into pervading local fears about the dangerous, ambulatory dead.

Canonical Traditions of the Nightmare: Dreams, Humoral
Theory and Sin

The interpretation of dreams was a popular and lucrative business in the Classical and Late
Antique worlds. Aristotle (c.350 BC), Artemidorus Daldianus (c.150), Calcidius (c.321) and
Macrobius (c.410) were among many philosophers and polymaths who devised a frame-
work for the explanation and interpretation of dreams. Calcidius’s Commentary on the
Timaeus and Macrobius’s Commentary on the Dream of Scipio were widely disseminated
in theMiddle Ages, the popularity of the latter surpassing all other works and becoming es-
pecially renowned in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries.19 In discussing the five
main classes of dreams in Book I, Chapter Three, Macrobius provides a vivid description of
the nightmare, one of which is remarkably similar to the modern medical definition:

The Apparition (visum) comes upon one at the moment between wakefulness and
slumber, in the so called ‘first-cloud’ of sleep. In this drowsy condition he thinks he is
still fully awake and imagines he sees spectres rushing at him or wandering vaguely
about, differing from natural creatures in size and shape, and hosts of diverse things,
either delightful or disturbing. To this class belongs the Ephialtes which, according to
popular belief, rushes upon people in their sleep and presses them with a weight
which they can feel.20

17For discussion of Anglo-Saxon textbooks, see Oswald
Cockayne, Leechdoms, Wortcunning and Starcraft, 3
vols, Rolls Series 35 (London: Longman, 1864–66).

18AugustineCalmet,DissertationsUpon theApparitions
of Angels, Dæmons, and Ghosts, and Concerning the
Vampires of Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia
(London: Cooper, 1759).

19AlisonM. Peden, ‘Macrobius andMedieval Dream Lit-
erature’,Medium Aevum, 1985, 54, 59–73.

20Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, ed.
and trans. William Harris Stahl (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1952), I. 3. 7, (at 89).
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Macrobius classifies the nightmare as the lowest form of dream, an insignificant occurrence
withnoparticular functionormeaning.21 This, he suggests, is in stark contrast to thepopular
perception of the ephialtes, whichwas caused by amalign external agent. John of Salisbury
concurs with Macrobius’s explanation in his Policraticus (c.1159), explaining how ‘the
ephialtes is a thing by which a person… imagining himself to be awake… feels himself
crushed down by someone. [This] type is in need of a doctor. [It] is very real form of
mental ill-health.’22 The physiological explanation for the nightmare, one which precluded
the notion of supernatural agency,may only be given scant attention in the Policraticus, but
wasgivenmuchgreater emphasis inother contemporary interpolationsofMacrobius’work.
William of Conches’ Glosae Super Macrobium (c.1140), for example, goes on to suggest
that the symptoms of the nightmare are caused by noxious, undigested vapours migrating
to the brain (thus causing particularly disturbing sense-impressions to be formed) and the
pressure placed on the heart by the other internal organs when sleeping on the back or
left side (which create the feeling of being pressed).23 Similar medical explanations for
the nocturnal assault are espoused by Pascalis Romaus in the Liber Thesauri Occulti
(c.1165) and Pseudo-Augustine in the Liber de Spiritu et Anima (c.1170s), the latter using
the term phantasma (image, phantom) instead of visum.24 Likewise, Bernard of Gordon
(d.1318), writing at the turn of the fourteenth century, rejects the theological and
popular perception of the ‘incubus’ and ‘old women’ as nonsense and supports the idea
of corrupted humours or digestion problems being the cause of a night-time attack.25

John of Gaddesden (d.1361) agrees, arguing that a patient may ‘dream’ a heavy weight is
pressing on his or her chest, but that such a thing may not have actually occurred.26

These explanations, then, derived from the common milieu of humoural theory and the
Aristotelian teachings on sleep which, by the middle of the twelfth century, had begun to
be much more widely disseminated in the schools of Western Europe.27 Indeed, the only

21Macrobius’ classifieddreamsasbeingeither significant
or non-significant. There were three types of ‘signifi-
cant’ dream. The oraculum, or oracular dream, oc-
curred when a character in the dream-vision revealed
what may or may not come to pass. The visio, or pro-
phetic dream, occurred when the oracular dream
was proven to be true. The somnium, or enigmatic
dream, occurred when the true meaning of the
vision was obscured by ambiguity and symbolism.
Non-significant dreams, meanwhile, included the
insomnium, an irrational dream caused by emotional
excess andwhichMacrobius takes to be of no particu-
lar import, and the Visum, or Nightmare, described
above.

22John of Salisbury, Policraticus: Of the Frivolities of
Courtiers and the Footprints of Philosophers, ed. and
trans. Joseph Pike (New York: Oregon, 1972), 76.

23Van der Lugt, ‘Incubus’, 186.
24Steven F. Kruger, Dreaming in the Middle Ages (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 71;
Pseudo-Augustine, Liber de Spiritu et Anima, in
Sancti Aurelii Augustini Hipponensis Episcopi, Opera
Omnia: Tomus Sextus, ed. J.-P. Migne, PL 40 (Paris,
1841), col. 798.

25Bernard of Gordon, Lilium medicinae (Lyon , 1550),
II.24: ‘Incubus est phantasma in somnis.… Vulgares
autemdicunt quod est aliqua vetula calcans et compri-
mens corpora, et hoc nihil est.’ (The Incubus is an ap-
parition [that occurs] during sleep.… But the
common people believe that the Incubus is an old
woman who tramples and pressed down on the
body. This is nonsense). Cited from Van der Lugt,
‘Incubus’, 176.

26H. P. Cholmeley, John of Gaddesden and the Rosa
Medicinae (Oxford: Clarendon, 1912), 46.

27Kruger,Dreaming, 70–122. Indeed, the texts known in
theMiddle Ages as the Parva Naturalia—On Sleep, On
DreamsandOnDivinationThroughSleep—are explicit
on themechanisms for the creation of dream imagery.
According to Aristotle, the ‘turbulence’ from the heat
created by the digestion of food disturbed the
sense-impressions present in the sensory organs, cre-
ating incoherent and terrifying dream-images (phan-
tasmata). See Aristotle, On Sleep and Dreams, ed.
and trans. David Gallop (Warminster: Aris & Phillips,
1996), 3. 37 (at 97–8).
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recognition of outside agency comes from the oblique, almost scornful references to
‘popular belief’.28 It is notable that while some of themedieval medical commentators pre-
ferred to use the neutral Greek ephialtes, others, like Bernard ofGordon, favoured themore
loaded term ‘incubus’.29 Early medical writers such as Caelius Aurelianus (c.450) may well
have used incubus as a straightforward literal translation of ephialtes—that is, in the
context of a description of an acute head disease—but the consolidation of Christian prac-
tice in the Late Antique period meant that the theological conception of the nightmare
began to gain more influence and take on a more overtly sexualised and demonic
content.30 Isidore of Seville’s influential Etymologies (c.621) marks the point at which the
meaning of the word incubus truly changed:

Hairy ones (Pilosus—a satyr) are called Panitae in Greek and incubus in Latin… from
copulating indiscriminately with animals. Hence also incubi are so called from ‘lying
upon’ (incumbere, ppl. incubitus), that is, violating, for often they are shameless
towards women, and manage to lie with them.31

Thus, for the churchman at least, the incubus became synonymous with sex or illicit sexual
contact, as suggested by its cognates concumbere (to sleep with) and concubinus (concu-
bine).32 If, as Isidore notes, nightmares were caused by an external agent assaulting a
victim in his or her sleep, and considering that all supernatural entities other than God
and the good angels were subsumed under the mantle of ‘demon’, ‘fiend’ or ‘devil’, then
the doctrinal understanding of the phenomenon becomes clear: the pressing on the
chest and terrible night-time visions were the result of fallen angels intent on dragging
the victim into sin.

And yet, themotif of the sexual nightmare did not beginwith Isidore. Demonic lovers and
bedroom fiends had been a part of the Christian habitus since the time of Augustine, and
maybe even before.33 In The Literal Meaning of Genesis (c.415), Augustine states how
the bodies of the fallen angels were formed from the coarse lower air, having lost the
purer, ethereal bodies they possessed before the rebellion.34 Isidore states likewise:

Before the fall [demons] had celestial bodies. Now they have fallen they have turned to
an aerial quality; and they are not allowed to occupy the purer expanses of air, but only
the murky regions, which are like a prison for them, until the day of Judgement.35

Later commentaries would speculate that these ‘airy’ bodies were only temporary, drawn
from the immediate environment, and used only to interact with the natural world and

28Van der Lugt, ‘Incubus’, 176.
29Ibid., 188–9.
30Caelius Aurelianus, On Acute Diseases, 1. 3. 56, in
Charles Stewart, ‘Erotic Dreams and Nightmares
fromAntiquity to the Present’, Journal of the Royal An-
thropological Institute, NewSer., 2002,8, 279–309 (at
288).

31Isidore of Seville, Etymologies, ed. and trans. Stephen
A. Barney (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2006), VIII. xi. 103 (at 190).

32Stewart, ‘Erotic Dreams’, 286.
33Artemidorus Daldianus was one of the first people to
conflate the nightmare, specifically the act of pressing,

with sexual content: ‘Ephialtes is identified with Pan
but he has a different meaning. If he oppresses or
weighs down people without speaking, it signifies tri-
bulations and distress… if he has sexual intercourse
with someone it fortells great profit, especially if it
does not weigh them down’, in Interpretation of
Dreams, ed. and trans. Robert J. White (Park Ridge,
NJ: Noyes, 1975), 2. 37 (at 118–19).

34Augustine, The Literal Meaning of Genesis, in On
Genesis, ed. J. E. Rotelle (New York: New York City
Press, 2002), III. 10 (at 224).

35Etymologies, VIII. xi. 17 (at 184).
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corrupt humanity.36 Regardless,Augustine conceded that hedidnot knowfor surewhether
‘certain spirits, embodied in a kind of aerial substance, whose force is sensibly felt by the
body, are capable of lust and can awake a similar passion inwomen’.37 However, when dis-
cussing the ability of demons to infiltrate and manipulate the senses during sleep, he does
indeed suggest that if the dreamer ‘consented’ to the images of a sexual dream, then they
also consented to sin.38 Although themanipulation of the senses through the sleeper’s spir-
itual visionwas not technically a nightmare, and the ‘sensible force’ felt by the victim did not
necessarily mean they were experiencing an erotic dream, the patristic writings had begun
the steady process of merging these two phenomena together.39

The influence of religious dogma in documented cases of sleep paralysis is very much ap-
parent. An anecdote from the Autobiography (c.1115) of the Benedictine monk Guibert of
Nogent (d.1124) is a perfect example of how the Augustinian theological schema could be
used tostructure the interpretationof the feelingofpressureandhypnagogichallucinations.
Modelled on Augustine’s own Confessions—thus providing some clues as to the extent of
Guibert’s immersion in the saint’s theology—the Autobiography, or De vita sua, has been
subject to much scholarly investigation, much of it concerning attempts to psychoanalyse
the author.40 An examination of the incidental details, or ‘cultural facts’, of the narrative
under question can reveal more about the experiential context of the nightmare, the habit-
ual beliefs of a high-status monastic cleric, than if attention was focused on the specific,
formal reasons for the De vita sua’s creation.41

In the first book of his vita, Guibert describes how his mother, a God-fearing and pious
woman, succumbed to a ‘despairing anxiety’ (desperatissima sollicitudo) over the ransom
of his aristocrat father by Count William of Normandy, later the Conqueror. Lying in bed
one night, unable to sleep

TheEnemy (inimicus) himself [suddenly] layuponher (incubuit) andby theburdenofhis
weight almost crushed the life out of her. As she choked in the agony of her spirit, and
lost all use of her limbs, shewasunable tomake a single sound; completely silencedbut
with her reason free, she awaited aid fromGod alone. Then suddenly from the head of
her bed, a spirit, without doubt a good one, began to cry out in loud and kindly tones
‘HolyMary,helpher’ …Whentheenemyhadthusbeendrivenoutbydivinepower, the
good spirit… turned to her whom he had rescued and said, ‘Take care to be a good
women.’42

36For a discussion of this development, see Dyan Elliott,
Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexuality and Demonology
in the Middle Ages (Philadelphia, PA: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 137–41.

37Augustine, The City of God, ed. and trans. Henry Bet-
tenson (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1984), XV. 23 (at
638).

38Dyan Elliott, ‘Pollution, Illusion, and Masculine Dis-
array: Nocturnal Emissions and the Sexuality of the
Clergy’, in Karma Lochrie et al., eds, Constructing
Medieval Sexuality (Minneapolis, MN: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997), 1–13 (at 5).

39In The Literal Meaning of Genesis, Augustine locates
the visions one experienced during sleep within the

bounds of Spiritual vision, the mid-point between In-
tellectual (divine) and Corporeal (gross) vision. The
visions in a dream (and spiritual visions in general) are
neither abstract nor corporeal, but the incorporeal like-
ness of things. External forces, such as angels or
demons, could manipulate the content of dreams for
good or ill. SeeXII. 16–19 (at 471–3).

40See M. D. Coupe, ‘The Personality of Guibert de
Nogent Reconsidered’, Journal of Medieval History,
1983, 9, 317–29.

41Caciola, ‘Revenants’, 10.
42John F. Benton, Self and Society in Medieval France:
The Memoirs of Abbot Guibert of Nogent
(1064-c.1125) (New York: Harper, 1970),1. 13 (at
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This, I would suggest, is a perfect example of how the conceptual lens of orthodox demon-
ologywas able to give a sense of structure, if not providing an absolute template, to the ter-
rifying nightmare experience. Guibert’s mother was said to be anxious (anxietate) and
grieving (maerore), a formof socio-psychological stresswhich research has shown increases
the likelihood of an attack.43 The ‘crushing’ aspect of the nightmare and the terror of being
unable to breathe or move despite being conscious are conveyed with remarkable clarity in
this narrative. The ‘good spirit’ couldwell be a hypnagogic hallucination, oneof the ‘delight-
ful or disturbing’ spectreswhichMacrobius statesoftenaccompanyanightmare.44By claim-
ing that ‘the Enemyhimself lay uponher and… almost crushed the life out of her’,Guibert is
innodoubt that theattackingagent is ademon.AlthoughGuibertdoesnot commenton the
sexual aspects of the assault, the use of the loaded term incubuit, and references to ‘stories
about demonswho covet the love ofwomen and even intercoursewith them’ in a later part
of theAutobiography,make the intentions of the ‘enemy’ implicit.45 In a separate section of
his vita, Guibert stresses how hismother was obsessedwith divine punishment and the fate
of her soul, and ‘conceived a fear of God’s name since the very beginning of her child-
hood’.46 The fact that the mercy of God turned out to be the one true remedy when all
hope was lost, and that to avoid future molestation she had to remain ‘a good [devout]
woman’, provides further proof of the orthodox way in which the attack was understood.
To a high ranking cleric and his God-fearing mother, there were only certain ways of
‘moving through’ the various social, cultural and theological structures at their disposal.
An admiration for orthodox teaching (including, therefore, Augustinian demonology),
the fear of damnation and the avocation of harsh asceticism were at the very centre
of their belief systems.47 A violent, ethereal incubus was the only feasible interpretation
for the assault.

By themiddle of the thirteenth century, the influence of Aristotelian teachings on spiritus
andmatter, combinedwith the increasing importanceof thebody for salvation, forced theo-
logians to dismiss ideas about the aerial and corporeal nature of demons.48 In academic
circles this change in attitude put greater emphasis on the humoral interpretation for the
feeling of pressure during sleep. However, this is not to say the attribution of demonic
agency to sleep paralysis ceased to remain a possibility—a potential experiential route—
in the clerical worldview.49 William of Auvergne, bishop of Paris, spends a considerable
amount of time in his De Universo (c.1240) discussing the medical origins of the ephialtes,

70–1). Compare this incubus attack to an account of a
nightmare suffered by a female victim in twentieth-
century New York: ‘She would feel someone climbing
onto her bed and on top of her. The pressure of this
weight on her would be great, yet no one could be
seen. As her eyes remained open she would hallucin-
ate other figures in the room. She would attempt to
shout, but at most she would be capable of
moaning’, in Jerome M. Schneck, ‘Sleep Paralysis
without Narcolepsy or Cataplexy: Report of a Case’,
Journal of the American Medical Association, 1960,
173, 1129–30.

43Ness, ‘The Old Hag Phenomenon’, 21; Adler, Sleep
Paralysis, 87–8, 107.

44Macrobius, I. 3. 7 (at 89).

45Benton, Self and Society, III. 19 (at 223).
46Ibid., I. 12 (at 64).
47Coupe, ‘Guibert de Nogent’, 325.
48The corporeality of angels anddemonswas rejectedby
Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas suggests that people
believe that angels are formed from matter because
of the limitations of human perception, stating that
we ‘cannot apprehend them as they are in them-
selves’. In reality, angels, and demons, are ‘intelligible
forms’and thusnon-material. SeeSummaTheologiae,
Vol. 9: Angels (1a; 50–64), ed. and trans. Kenelm
Foster (London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1968). Ia, 50,
art. 2 (at 9).

49Kruger, Dreaming, 87.
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but then goes on to say: ‘nevertheless, you ought not to doubt that sometimes the provi-
dence of the creator lets malignant spirits (malignis spiritibus) kill men with compressions,
oppressions, suffocations, and other methods’.50 The existence of a related demon, the
lamia, an entity which appeared in the guise of an ‘old woman’ and murdered children in
their sleep, was also never in doubt.51 The pervasiveness of Augustinian teachings on
malign spirits—and their impact on the interpretation of other unusual night-time events,
such as out-of-body experiences and sudden infant death—can further be discerned in
Gervase of Tilbury’s Otia Imperialia (c.1215). Written some three decades before De Uni-
verso, Gervase’s ‘Recreation for an Emperor’ is a prime source for local, oral accounts of
thenightmare. In trying to rationalise thephenomenon,Gervase comesacross as somewhat
of a traditionalist:

Physiciansmaintain that lamias… are simply nocturnal hallucinationswhich, as a result
of the thickeningof thehumours, disturbpeoples’s spirits in their sleepandcauseheavi-
ness. Augustine, on the other hand, cites an opinion expressed by earlier authors, that
they are demons (demones) which were once undeserving souls and now occupy airy
bodies.52

As Augustine points out, angels have appeared in bodies of such a kind that they
could not only be seen, but also touched.And there is awidespread folk-belief in a phe-
nomenon which many people have experienced themselves… these people claim to
have seen Silvani and Pans, which are the creatures called incubi… and can arouse
or experience lust.53

Like Augustine, Gervase is reluctant tomake a definite statement on the exact nature of the
lamia (his term for the physiological nightmare) and the Pan and Silvani (the sexual demon).
He seems dismissive of themedical explanation—‘some peoplemaintain that an anxious or
melancholic temperament canmakepeople think they are seeing phantasms of this kind’—
but finds tales ofwomenwho, at night, travel ‘around theworld in a swift flightwith a band
of lamias’ to be entirely feasible.54 Indeed, Gervase’s claim that he himself witnessed a
woman from Arles fall into a lake mid-flight suggests that the reality of such events was
entrenched in the mental schemas of the literate and illiterate alike.55

It is clear from these sources that the interpretation of the nightmare was dependent on
the social, cultural and educational situation of the author. Secular writers were in broad
agreement that the nightmare was caused by imbalanced humours, while theological
and moral treatises seemed to favour the agency of unclean agents, be they incubi,

50William de Auvergne, De Universo, 2. 3. 24. Cited in
Thomas de Mayo, ‘William of Auvergne and Popular
Demonology’, Quidditas, 2007, 28, 61–88 (at 87).

51Ibid., 79–80.
52Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imperialia: Recreation for an
Emperor, ed. and trans. S. E. Banks and J. W. Binns
(Oxford; Clarendon, 2002),III. 86 (at 723).

53Ibid., III. 86 (at 730–1).
54Ibid., III. 86 (at 729) and Ibid., III. 96 (at743). The feeling
of weightlessness, often conceived as an out-of-body
experience, is another symptom of the nightmare.
Cheyne’s studies on sleep paralysis illustrate how the
feeling of ‘rising’ andbliss sometimes counterbalances

the feeling of terror and heaviness. Perhaps the most
famous account of the night-time flight—and one of
the first extant accounts of witchcraft—can be found
in the Canon Episcopi (c.900 s): ‘during the night,
with Diana, the pagan goddess, in the company of a
crowd of other women, [wicked women claim] they
ride the backs of animals, traversing great distances
during the silence of the deep night, obeying Diana’s
orders as their mistress and putting themselves at her
service during certain specified nights’, in Henry
C. Lea, Materials Toward a History of Witchcraft, vol.
1 (New York: Yoseloff, 1957), 178–80.

55Otia Imperialia, III. 93 (at 743).
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satyrs, lamias, silvani or Pans. The latter three appellations, ostensibly from popular sources,
present something of a quandary. Did the vulgares really use these terms, or were they
merely clerical translations of alien vernacular concepts? The malign nature of the evil
agent and its propensity to attack the unwary as they slept are ‘cultural facts’ that could
easily transliterate into Classical typologies. Moreover, as will be discussed shortly, if Ger-
manic ideas about the effect of outside agencies on the health of the bodywere able to syn-
cretise with, and circulate within, imported Classical/Christian ideas about the macro- and
microcosm, then even if the nightmare was caused by demonic interference, it could be
cured—and the demon assuaged—by recourse to natural remedies as well as to the
active agency of God.56 Neither the classically-trainedmedical practitioners nor the patristic
authorities seemwilling to account for the relationship between thepreternatural causation
of the nightmare and the natural relief of its symptoms. Although evidence for such a rela-
tionship can be read in the subtext of the Historia Rerum Anglicarum exempla (to be dis-
cussed shortly), specifically the pragmatic need to dismember the revenant following the
onsetof theassault, caremustbe taken todifferentiatebetweenvillage-wideenvironmental
catastrophes and the single, night-time intrusions that are indicative of sleep paralysis.57

However, as will be discussed shortly, this is not to suggest that these experiences could
not and did not converge. Regardless of the aetiology of the encounter, it is telling that rev-
enant/vampire narratives tend not to illustrate the precautionarymeasures takenbefore the
attack, only the contingency measures taken after the socio-physiological contagion had
begun to spread.

The fluid ontological relationship between illness, the nightmare and the evil agent
(whether conceivedasa revenant-analogueoran insubstantial spirit) ismuchmoreapparent
in the late Anglo-Saxon and early Anglo-Normanmedical textbooks.58 There are numerous
remedies in Bald’s Leechbook, the Lacnunga and theOld English Herbarium that deal with
nocturnal assaults and bad dreams. The causes of these illnesses range from themaran and
ælfe to themore ambiguous ‘nocturnal visitor/wanderer’. The latter termmay also allude to
the close, causal connection that seemed to exist between the nightmare experience and
anthropomorphised agents. However, while the connection between sleep demons and
the undeadhas been previously discussed in scholarship on the Icelandic draugr, little atten-
tion has been given to how the insular sources articulated this taxonomic overlap.59

Insular Traditions and the Nightmare
The twocomponentsof Bald’s Leechbook (surviving in a single tenth-centurymanuscript [BL
Royal 12,D xvii] butoriginally compiled in the reignofKingAlfred), Leechbook III (included in
the samemanuscript as Leechbooks Iand II), the Lacnunga (found in theeleventh-centuryBL
MS Harley 585), and the Herbarium (an eleventh-century vernacular interpolation of the
Latin Herbarium of Apuleius), provide a wealth of information about medical practices in

56Audrey L. Meaney, ‘The Practice of Medicine in
England about the year 1000’, Journal of the Social
History of Medicine, 2000, 13, 221–37.

57On dismembering the revenant following the onset of
the assault, see Newburgh V. 23–4.

58Karen L. Jolly, Popular Religion in Late Anglo-Saxon
England: Elf Charms in Context (Chapel Hill, NC: Uni-
versity of North Carolina Press, 1996), 147.

59Kiessling, The Incubus in Medieval Literature, 17;
Ármann Jakobsson, ‘The Taxonomy of the Non-
existent: Some Medieval Icelandic Concepts of the
Paranormal, Fabula, 2013, 54, 199–213.
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the years pre- andpostdating theConquest.60 Indeed, it would be unwise to assume that as
soon as the Norman regime arrived and, later, when newly translatedworks began to circu-
late in the British Isles, that a generation’s worth of practical knowledge—based partly on
Latin texts—suddenly became redundant, or that prior beliefs were completely subsumed
by advances in medical theory. Just because a remedy was dismissed as being theoretically
dubious did notmean it ceased to beused in practice.61 Remedies against nocturnal agents,
whether transmitted orally or copied from earlier manuscript sources, may well have
retained a presence in the repertoires of Anglo-Norman medicine. An evaluation of recipe
lxv.5 from Leechbook II and the entry for betony in the Herbarium (Cotton Vitellius C III,
‘MSV’) suggests that therewerenumerousways toassuagean ‘elf’or ‘visitor’ inone’smidst:

Against an elf [ælfe] and against a strange visitor (enchantments?) [uncuþum sidsan]
rub myrrh in wine and a mickle of white frankincense, and shave off a part of the
stone called agate [jet] into the wine, let him drink this for three mornings after his
night’s fast, or for nine, or for twelve.62

This wort, which is named betony, is produced in meadows… ; it is good both for a
person’s soul or body. It shields him against monstrous nocturnal visitors/walkers
[unhyrum nihtgengum] and against frightful visions and dreams.63

As noted above, the terminologies used to describe the nightmare in insular medical
manuals are somewhat fluid. Scribal interpolations, the recognition that an illness could
have had a variety of causes, and the possibility that the name given to the attacking
agent varied according to the compilers’ (oral) source, can account for these discrepancies.
Mare/maran, the most common appellation, is sometimes used on its own, or else asso-
ciated with a secondary or tertiary descriptor, including nihtgengum and nihtgengan.64

Where references to the maran are absent, these latter terms betray a sense of tangibility
that the original—transliterated by contemporary scholars into incubus—sometimes
lacks.65 While this may not be the case for uncuþum sidsan, a phrase which is ambiguous
at best, a related term, ælf-siden, has nonetheless been taken to mean ‘the influence of
elves’ or ‘nightmare’.66 The use of jet shavings in the Leechbook remedy provides a
further, if oblique, indication that the uncuþum sidsan was indeed a form of nocturnal
assault.

60The Old English Herbarium survives in four manu-
scripts: BL Cotton Vitellius C III; Hatton 76 Bodley;
Harley 585 (all c.1020 s), and Harley 6258B (c.1200).
For more details, see Anne van Arsdall, Medieval
Herbal Remedies: The Old English Herbarium and
Anglo-Saxon Medicine (London: Routledge, 2002),
104–5.

61JohnM.Riddle, ‘Theory andPractice inMedievalMedi-
cine’, Viator, 1974, 5, 157–84.

62Wiðælfe 7 wið uncuþum sidsan gnid myrran onwin 7
hwites recelses em micel 7 sceaf gagates dæl þæs
stanes on þæt win drince .III. morgenas neaht nestig
oþþe .VIII. Oþþe .XII, Leechdoms 2, II. lxv. 5 (at 297).

63Ðeoswyrt þeman betonican nemneð, heo biþ cenned
on mædeum… seo deah gehwæþer ge þæs mannes
sawle ge his lichoman, hio hyne scyldeþ wið

unhyrum nihtgengum 7 wið egeslicum gesihðum 7
swefnum. Leechdoms 1, I (at 70).

64On Mare/maran, see Leechdoms 2, I. lxiv (at 141); on
‘nihtgengan’, see Leechdoms 2, III. i (at 307). ‘Niht
gengan’ appears without reference tomare/maran in
Leechdoms 2, III. lxi (at 345).

65For the contemporary transliteration of maera into
incubi, see A Late Eighth-Century Latin-Anglo-Saxon
Glossary, ed. John H. Hessels (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1906), 49.

66See Joseph Bosworth, ‘An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary
Online’, Ælf-siden, ed. Thomas Northcote Toller and
Others. Comp. Sean Christ and Ondřej Tichý. Faculty
of Arts, Charles University in Prague, 21 March 2010.
<http://bosworth.ff.cuni.cz/000612>, accessed 28
July 2014.
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Classically-derived lapidary traditions, of which the learned compiler of the Leechbook
may have had at least some knowledge, have long been aware of jet’s apotropaic proper-
ties.67 Book XXXVI of Pliny’s Natural History ascribes many notable qualities to this black,
coal-likemineral: it is noted to ‘driveoff snakesand relieve suffocationof theuterus…more-
over, when thoroughly boiled with wine it cures toothache and, if combined with wax,
scrofulous tumours.’68 Medieval compilations made only the slightest revisions to this de-
scription, interpolating and building upon the classical material using concepts from their
own experiential frameworks. Thus, as well as driving off serpents, Isidore of Seville
claims that jet ‘reveals thosewho are possessed by demons’.69Marbode of Rennes’ influen-
tialDe Lapidibus (c.1080) likewisementions thatgagate ‘chases away the powers of Hell’.70

The anonymous Peterborough Lapidary (c.1400) makes a similar claim, adding that ‘also
who bereþ þis ston abowte his nek, þer schall no serpent do him harme’.71 Jet, then, did
not have to be consumed, but could also be used as an apotropaic binding amulet. Albertus
Magnus (d.1280), the thirteenth-centuryDominican theologianand renownedpractical sci-
entist,writes that ‘jet is reported toput serpents to flight; and is a remedy for disorders of the
stomach and belly, and for phantasms ( fantasmata) due tomelancholy, which somepeople
call demons (quida daemones vocant)’.72 While Albertus himself was hesitant to ascribe
demonic agency to fantasmata, favouring instead a humoral interpretation for such
images, his reference to ‘some people’ suggests that members of the wider community
thought otherwise and used jet as a form of bodily protection. A definite relationship
between jet, demons, the nightmare, pain relief and ‘binding’ can thus be detected in the
common medical repertoires of Western Europe.73 This is not to suggest that the compiler
of the Leechbookwas fully immersed in the work of Damigeron and Pliny, only that knowl-
edge of the efficacy of stones was able to circulate within the various oral and written cul-
tures of English society, and that the inherent properties of jet—especially its ability to
emit heat andadistinct smell of sulphurwhenburned—structuredboth the local (Germano-
Christian) and authoritative (Classical-Christian) attitudes to disease/nightmare prevention.

67Among the first major extant works to note the
magical properties of stoneswereDamigeron’sDeVir-
tutibus Lapidum and Dioscorides of Anazarba’s
Materia Medica (c.50–70BC). Books XXXVI and
XXXVII of Pliny’s Natural History built upon the previ-
ous work and became the paradigm for future compi-
lations. For the Classical influence on medieval
lapidaries, see Peter Kitson, ‘Lapidary Traditions in
Anglo-Saxon England: part I, the background; the
Old English Lapidary’, Anglo Saxon England, 1978, 7,
9–60.

68Pliny, Natural History, ed. and trans. D. E. Eichholz
(London: Heinemann, 1962), XXXVI. 141 (at
114–15). TheNaturalHistorywasknown tohave circu-
lated in Anglo-Saxon England; indeed, Pliny is one of
the only classical authorities mentioned in the Leech-
book. The practice of boiling jet with wine to cure
toothache certainly bears some relation to the above-
mentioned Old English recipe, and suggests that the
Leechbook’s compiler consciously improvised the
base formula of the Classical recipe to suit the needs

(and fears) of his local clientele. See Debby Banham,
‘Dun, Oxa and Pliny the Great Physician: Attribution
and Authority in Old English Medical Texts’, Social
History of Medicine, 2011, 24, 57–73 (at 62–3).

69Etymologies, XVI. iv. 3 (at 320).
70Marbode of Rennes, De Lapidibus: Considered as
a Medical Treatise with Text, Commentary and
C.W.King’s Translation; togetherwith Text andTrans-
lation of Marbode’s Minor Works on Stones, ed. John
M. Riddle, Sudhoffs Archiv 20 (Wiesbaden: Steiner,
1977), XVIII (at 56).

71Jan Evans and Mary S. Serjeantson, English Medieval
Lapidaries, EETS OS, 190 (London: Oxford University
Press, 1933), 90–1.

72Albertus Magnus, Book of Minerals, ed. and trans.
Dorothy Wyckoff (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), II.
ii. 7. 1 (at 93).

73Audrey L. Meaney, Anglo-Saxon Amulets and Curing
Stones, BAR British Ser., 96 (Oxford: Archaeopress
1981), 72.
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Albertus Magnus’s description of jet consolidates the various oral and learned traditions
of the nightmare into one concise, detailed passage, somethingwhich can be used to high-
light the specific function of the jet shavings in the Leechbook recipe.74 A remedy for the
belly implies a need to fortify the body against poor digestion and imbalanced humours,
the result of which could cause unreliable dream images, demons or nightmares to
appear.75 The ingestion of jet shaving in the Leechbook remedy represents a similar need
to calm the stomach, rebuild the body’s integrity and, in so doing, assuage the ‘influence
of theelf’.76Albertus’sdiagnosisof ‘melancholy’notonly substantiates the idea that thehal-
lucinations were caused by humoral imbalance, but also that a deviant moral outlook pre-
sented a very real danger to the sufferer’s physical and spiritual well-being. Melancholy
allowed for the body to be assailed by demons (see Guibert’s remark that ‘it is the habit
of the devil [diabolo] to invade souls weakened through grief [tristitia]’),77 subjected the
victim to despair and, in certain circumstances, led to self-murder. Suicide, of course, was
the single greatest sin in Christendom.

The belief that the nightmare experiencewas caused by supernatural agency—‘incubi’ in
Isidore of Seville’s parlance, ‘demons’ in Guibert’s, and the ælfe in the Leechbook—by no
means contradicts the purely physiological viewpoints. If the ‘BuckinghamGhost’ narrative
from William of Newburgh’s Historia can be used as an example of local belief, then the
nightmare (or evil agent) was seen to cause the complaint, whereas, according to the
medical and religious authorities, the complaint (the imbalanced humours; sin) precipitated
the dream visions and/or nocturnal demon. The compiler of the Leechbook recognised that
he needed to negotiate between the various traditions of medical practice and shaped the
recipe according to the needs and fears of his local clientele. Jet shavings, then, served the
dual function of tempering the physiological distress and ‘binding’ the nocturnal assailant.

The extract from the Herbarium details the affective properties of betony and suggests
that theherbwasparticularly potent against ‘frightful visions’and ‘monstrousnocturnal visi-
tors/wanderers’.78Unhyrumnihtgengum is notasambiguousasuncuþumsidsanas far as its
(potential) relation to the corporeality of the agent is concerned.79 Although it would be
unwise to ignore Anne van Arsdall’s observation that unhyrum nihtgengum can be trans-
lated as ‘evil night spirit’, the fact that the compiler used the term nihtgengum rather
than a variation of mare, and seeing as how maran and nihtgengan are differentiated in
other medicinal contexts, indicates that the ‘night visitor’ occupied a different ontological
category to the mare/incubus.80 These taxonomic distinctions lend credence to the idea

74Albertus’s claim thathederived someofhis knowledge
of stones from his own observations suggests that the
‘some people’ to which he alludes could in fact be vul-
gares whom he met with on his travels.

75For the link between poor regimen and ‘unreliable’
dreams, see Kruger, Dreaming, 72–87.

76Louise Vinge, The Five Senses: Studies in a Literary
Tradition (Lund: CWK Gleerp, 1975), 60.

77Benton, Self and Society, I. 13 (at 70–1).
78For a Leechbook nightmare remedy that uses betony,
see Leechdoms 2, I. lxiv (at 141): ‘If a mare ride a
man, take lupins and garlic and betony and frankin-
cense, bind them on a faun’s skin, let a man have the
worts on him, and let him go to his home.’

79For themanuscript tradition of theOld English Herbar-
ium and its Latin antecedents, see Hubert J. de Vriend,
The Old English Herbarium and Medicina de Quadru-
pedibus, EETS, OS 286 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1984).

80Indeed, nihtgengum is a conscious interpolation of
the original Latin nocturnas ambulationes (‘night
walkings’). See Vriend, The Old English Herbarium,
31; on the differentiation between ‘maran’ and ‘niht-
gengan’, see Leechdoms 2, III. i (at 307). Anne van
Arsdall makes a conscious decision to use the term
‘nightmare’ for nihtgengum in her translation of the
Herbarium betony entry. SeeMedieval Herbal Remed-
ies, 139, n. 71.
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that the nightmare—that is, the actual physical attack—could be caused by a variety of dif-
ferent beings.81

What, then, of thenihtgengum? The verb gangan translates simply as ‘to go’or ‘towalk’,
and suggests something about the physical qualities of the agent.82 A related term, ganga,
interpolates the basemeaning of ‘to go/walk’ as ‘to haunt’, signifying an entity whosewan-
deringsweredetrimental to thewell-beingof the living.83 It is interesting, then, that the term
sceaduganga, or ‘shadow-walker’ (l. 703a) is used as a synonym for Grendel in Beowulf, es-
pecially since the only extant manuscript of the Old English poem is contemporaneouswith
the original translation of the Herbarium.84 It is possible that the terms nihtgengum and
sceaduganga bear a conceptual as well as a linguistic similarity. Grendel, indeed, shares a
significant number of attributes with the undead corpse, including his propensity to
attack at night (l.115), his being fated to wander the hinterlands (l.710), his malice
(II.149–154) and his fleshy, corporeal nature (II.739–743). The post-mortem decapitation
of his corpse (l. 1590) is entirely logical if read against the techniques used to quell the
undead inGrettis Saga (c.1300 s), Walter Map’s De Nugis Curialium (c.1182) and Geoffrey
of Burton’s Life and Miracles of St. Modwenna (c.1144), to pick but three examples.85

Finally, the likening of Grendel to amaera (I.103, l.762) substantiates his status as a noctur-
nal ‘crushing’ demon.86

Thus, it would be unwise to dismiss the possibility that the two entities, one a literary
construct (Grendel), the other the cause of a medical condition (nihtgengum), belonged
to the same experiential tradition of the dangerous night-time dead.87 The use of the
term ‘nocturnal visitor/wanderer’ by the translator of the Herbarium suggests that the
nightmare was not always conceived of as an ælfe or maran. It is also possible that
these terms were clerical reductions or synonyms for the actual threat: a Grendel-like
demon that physically attacked the unwary in their sleep.88 The bedroom assaults tran-
scribed by William of Newburgh and the anonymous Byland Monk (c.1400) suggest
that this was not some idle, half-remembered fear passed down through the local belief
system.89 Story two from the Byland manuscript discusses the plight of a ghost-afflicted

81Jakobsson, ‘Taxonomy of the Non-Existent’, 205.
82For the translation of gangan, see Joseph Bosworth,
‘An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary Online.’ GANGAN. ed.
Thomas Northcote Toller and Others. Comp. Sean
Christ and Ondřej Tichý. Faculty of Arts, Charles Uni-
versity in Prague, 19 July 2010. <http://bosworth.ff.
cuni.cz/013271>, accessed 27 July 2014.

83Claude Lecouteux, The Return of the Dead: Ghosts,
Ancestors, and the Transparent Veil of the Pagan
Mind, trans. Jon E. Graham (Rochester: Inner Tradi-
tions, 2009), 132, 197.

84Michael Swanson, trans. Beowulf (Manchester: Man-
chester University Press, 1997).

85The Saga of Grettir the Strong, ed. and trans. by
G. A. Hight (London: Dent, 1978), 99;Walter Map,
De Nugis Curialium, ed. and trans. M. R. James;
revised by C. N. L. Brooke and R. A. B. Mynors
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1983), 203; Geoffrey of Burton,
Life and Miracles of St. Modwenna, ed. and trans.
Robert Bartlett (Oxford: Clarendon, 2002), 196–7.

86Kiessling, ‘Grendel’, 193–4.
87For the link between Grendel and the walking dead,
see Andrew Joynes, Medieval Ghost Stories: An An-
thology of Miracles, Marvels and Prodigies (Wood-
bridge: Boydell, 2002), 121–5.

88H. Stuart also notes that the terms for supernatural en-
tities in Anglo-Saxon textbooks betray a sense of cler-
ical reductionism. See ‘The Anglo-Saxon Elf’, Studia
Neophilologica, 1976, 48, 313–20.

89The Byland Abbey ghost stories were transcribed on
blank leaves in a late twelfth-century manuscript (BL
Royal 15 A. XX). The context of the stories does not
suggest that they were used for preaching purposes.
Indeed, the lack of any overt didacticism and the fact
that the majority of the encounters occur within the
vicinity of Byland suggests that the monk was record-
ing local gossip. As the monk himself stated, ‘dictur,
referent aliqui’.
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tailor, ‘Snowball’, who advised his neighbour to keep a ‘portion of his writings (partem
de scriptis)’ by his bedside lest he also be attacked by ‘night-terrors’ (timores nocturnos).90

It is interesting to note that timores nocturnos is also used in the Latin heading for betony in
the twelfth-century copy of theHerbarium, substituting for theOld Englishnihtgengum.91

A conceptual link, based on the habitual belief that an unfortified bodywas subject to the
predations of roaming night spirits, can thus be traced between the Herbarium’s ‘visitor’
and the Byland Monk’s ‘ghost’ (spiritui). And yet, while betony and ‘writings’ (most likely
the opening lines of St John’s gospel) were undoubtedly useful tools for protection, a
charm found inMS Bodleian.92 Rawlinson C 506, fol. 297, a fifteenth-century miscellany,
is much more explicit with regards to the later medieval techniques for assuaging a
nightmare.

[One should] take a flynt stone that hath an hole thorow it of hys owen growynge &
hange it ouer the stabill dore, or ell ouer ye horse, and writhe this charme: In nomine
Patris &c. Seynt Iorge, our ladys knyght, he walked day, he walked nyght, till that he
fownde that fowle wyght; & when he her fownde, he her beat and her bownde, till
trewly ther her trowthe sche plyght that sche sholde not come be nyght withinne vij
rode of londe space ther as Seynt Ieorge i-namyd was. In nomine Patri &c. And wryte
this in a bille and hange it in the hors’mane.93

Although it is true that this charm—theearliest extant source for theuseof ‘mare stones’—is
over fourhundredyears removed fromtheAnglo-Saxoncontextof theHerbarium remedies,
scholars have suggested that thehabit ofhanging suchdevices inbarnsandbedrooms flour-
ished for generations before emerging in the written record.94 Fowle wyghts were no less
troublesome in the fifteenth century than the nihtgengum had been in eleventh and
twelfth. The fear of malign nocturnal agents was a habitual truth that persevered into the
High Middle Ages and beyond.

Nightmares and Revenants in Later Medieval Historiography
The growth of literacy in the political and ecclesiastical communities of Western Europe in
the late eleventh century precipitated a desire to commit oral texts to the page.95 A conse-
quence of the increasing reliance on thewrittenword over ephemeral speech acts sawhith-
erto undocumented habits of belief become much more visible in the written record. As
BrianStocknotes, a ‘text’ canbeconceivedasa setof shareddispositions; a seriesof assump-
tions, beliefs and fears that were disseminated among a particular social grouping. Once
committed to vellum, such ‘texts’ could be used/amended by the author to influence the

90M. R. James, ‘Twelve Medieval Ghost Stories’, English
Historical Review, 1922, 37, 413–22 (at 416). Story
eleven, meanwhile, recalls how a group of pilgrims
took turn to ‘keep watch for a part of the night
against night-terrors (timorem nocturnum)’ (at 421).

91Vriend, The Old English Herbarium, 1, 31.
92The ghost states that it was able to appear to Snowball
because ‘today you have not heard mass or the gospel
of St. John’ (ewangelium Iohannis scilicet ‘In princi-
pio’). See James, ‘Ghost Stories’, 416.

93Jacqueline Simpson and Stephen Roud, Dictionary of
English Folklore (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000), 259.

94Earl of Ducie ‘Exhibition of Three “Mare-Stones”, or
“Hag-Stones”’, The Journal of the Anthropological In-
stitute of Great Britain and Ireland, 1888, 17, 134–7;
on the use of such stones, see Meaney, Curing
Stones, 99.

95Brian Stock, Listening for the Text: On the Uses of the
Past (Baltimore,MD: The JohnHopkins Press, 1990), 34.
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dispositions of the communities in which they circulated.96 Archaeological investigations
into ‘deviant’burial practices suggest that rather thanviewing latermedievalghost/revenant
narratives aswholly emerging from socio-religious innovation (for example, as a response to
the advent of purgatory and liturgies for the dead), such reforms also provided an outlet,
however subtextual, throughwhichage-old ‘texts’ concerningnocturnal assaults, supernat-
ural agencies and restless corpses could find new modes of expression.97

Indeed, incidental details from the historiographic sources, specifically William of New-
burgh’s Historia Rerum Anglicarum (c.1198), can provide a tantalising glimpse into the
everyday,oftenunrecorded relationshipbetween thenightmareexperienceandencounters
with thewalkingdead.98Of the four revenantnarratives contained inWilliam’sHistoria, only
two detail events that occurred inside the bedroom.99 As noted in the beginning of the
article, the revenant in William’s ‘Buckingham Ghost’ narrative ‘entered the bed where
his wife was reposing [and] not only terrified her on awaking, but nearly crushed (obruit)
her by the insupportable weight of his body’. The disturbances only ceased when Hugh
of Avalon, the Bishop of Lincoln, ordered that a scroll of absolution be placed in the
man’s grave.100 The ‘Hounds’ Priest’ narrative, so termed because of the title character's
love of hunting, records the post-mortem activities of a dissolute chaplain from Melrose,
whose revenant took to hovering nightly around the bedchambers of his former mistress,
emitting ‘loadgroansandhorriblemurmurs’ (ingenti fremituethorrendomurmure). Follow-
ing the exhumation of the chaplain’s corpse—whichwas said to be under the control of the
devil (diabolus)—its restlessness was confirmed by the presence of a fresh wound on the
torso, havingbeen attackedby aMelroseAbbeymonkduring oneof its nightlywanderings.
The corpsewas taken to public ground and summarily cremated (cineres quoque disperser-
unt).101

Certainmotifs are immediately apparent. The possibility that the priest’smistresswas suf-
fering from sleep paralysis and REMhallucinations can be presumed from the context of the
revenant’s initial appearance. The Buckingham Ghost and the demon that attacked Gui-
bert’s mother also appear at night to a distressed and/or drowsy victim. Indeed, it is signifi-
cant that the victims in all threenarrativesweremourning the loss of ahusbandor illicit lover.
With the priest having died in a state of sin, and his mistress fearing for the state of her soul
for having instigated an affair with aman of God, it can be hypothesised that the victimwas
suffering frompsychological distress and sleep deprivationwhich, in themedieval language
of humoral/spiritual imbalance, increased the possibility of a night-time attack.102 The ex-
perience, then, was shaped according to prevailing cultural beliefs about ‘bad’ death,
health and damnation; the identity of the perpetrator structured by the traumatic personal
experiences of the victim. In contrast to the ‘Buckingham Ghost’ and ‘Guibert’s Mother’

96Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages: The
Living and the Dead in Medieval Society, trans. by
Teresa L. Fagan (Chicago: Chicago University Press,
1998), 59–78.

97Andrew Reynolds, Anglo-Saxon Deviant Burial
Customs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009),
68–92.

98For the social context of the Historia’s production, see
Nancy F. Partner, Serious Entertainments: TheWriting

of History in Twelfth-Century England (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1977), 51–113.

99The remaining two narratives describe the appearance
of revenants in Berwick (V. 23) and Anantis [Alnwick]
(V. 24), focusing on the pestilence that engulfed the
towns following the corpses’ return.

100Newburgh, V. 22.
101Newburgh, V. 24. 1–3.
102Cheyne et al., ‘Cultural Construction of the Night-

mare’, 322, 333; Adler, Sleep Paralysis, 87.
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extracts,where thecrushingof the chestwas themost apparent symptom, theaspectsof the
nightmare that were given emphasis in the ‘Hounds’ Priest’ narrative were the auditory and
visual hallucinations.103 Indeed, the description of the corpse hovering around the bed is
strongly reminiscent ofWilliamofMalmesbury’s account (c.1122) of the post-mortemactiv-
ities of a certain bishop Brihtwold:

Ancient traditionhas it that Brihtwold [d. 1010s], being slow todogoodbut quick todo
evil, came to a pitiful end, dying in the town surrounded by thematerials for a drinking
bout, andwasburied amonghis predecessors in the churchof StAndrew,which is right
next to the big church. It is generally believed that the watchmen at the church were
disturbed by dreamlike shadowy shapes (satisque constat custodes locis umbris fantas-
ticis), until they dug up Brihtwold’s body and sunk it in a deepmarsh far away from the
monastery.104

Pointedly, bothdescriptionsaccord to the typeofnon-significantdreamdiscussedbyMacro-
bius: ‘In this drowsy condition he thinks he is still fully awake and imagines he sees spectres
rushing at him or wandering vaguely about, differing from natural creatures in size and
shape, and hosts of diverse things, either delightful or disturbing.’105

The contagious aspect of the nightmare experience—and, indeed, the physicality of the
corpse in general—is not as apparent in theHounds’ Priest’s story as in the other encounters
transcribedbyWilliam.Nooneaside from thepriest’smistress is describedasbeingharassed
by the revenant. Contrast this to the Buckingham Ghost, who

Harassed… his own brothers… but they, following the example of the woman,
passed the nights in wakefulness with their companions, ready to meet and repel
the expected danger. He appeared, notwithstanding, as if with the hope of surprising
them should they be overcome with drowsiness (somnolentos).106

This observation about the time and place of the revenant’s attacks on his brothers is telling.
The last line recalls theMacrobian observation that in a ‘drowsy condition [the victim] thinks
he is still fully awake’, suggestive, perhaps, of the onset of a hypnagogic hallucination.
Stress, trauma and despair—all facets of the social disharmony caused by ‘bad’ death—
were emotions which were undoubtedly shared by the immediate family of the deceased.
With the family members becoming physiologically susceptible to a visum and unsure
about the spiritual status of their kinsman, it is unsurprising that they too succumbed to
sleep paralysis/nocturnal attacks and attributed its symptoms to their dead, restless
brother. Asmore villagers felt oppressedand crushedat night, so the revenant’swanderings
wereperceived tohave spreadand,eventually, becameanepidemic.HughofAvalon’s inter-
vention prevented the exhumation and dissolution of the offending corpse.

By contrast, the courses of action provoked by the Hounds’ Priest’s visitations follow the
‘standard’ procedure for assuaging the pestilent dead.107 The suspect body was exhumed,

103Cheyne, ‘The Structure of Waking-Nightmare Hallu-
cinations’, 164.

104William of Malmesbury, De Gestis Pontificum
Anglorum Libri Auinque , ed. by N. E. S. A. Hamilton,
Rolls Series 52 (London: Longman, 1870), ch. 258 (at
411–12). Modern translation taken from The Deeds

of the Bishops of England, ed. and trans. David Preest
(Woodbridge: Boydell, 2002), 281.

105Macrobius, I. 3. 7 (at 89).
106Newburgh, V. 24. 1.
107Caciola, ‘Revenants’, 32.
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found to display signs of restlessness (thewound), and immediately cremated. TheMelrose
locals interpreted the nightmare as a threat to their physical health and sense of well-being,
and acted on the mistress’s distress accordingly. Walking corpses were an acute environ-
mental hazard, a physical manifestation of the metaphysical disharmony caused by ‘bad’
death.108 The nightmare—that is, the initial nocturnal attack—merely confirmed what
was already suspected, and thus the object of this disharmony, the corpse, has to be
quickly and efficiently contained. The possibility that a social transgressor could walk after
death was always present in the local worldview, waiting for the correct social and environ-
mental circumstances to coalesce.109 A nocturnal attack provoked suspicion that a known
sinner, in this case a chaplain who lived and died badly, may not have been following the
correct path into death. If the deceased did indeed display signs of restlessness upon their
exhumation—anexcessof bloodanda lackof putrefaction, for example—then the relation-
shipbetweenthenightmare, contagionand thecorpsewasall but confirmedandthecorrect
apotropaic action taken. This is the near-exact sequence of events described in an anonym-
ous eighteenth-century travelogue found in theHarleianMiscellany (1808 [1734]). Discuss-
ing his experiences in Eastern Europe, the author recounts that

[Vampire victims] complain of suffocation, afterwhich they soon expire. Someof them,
being asked on the point of death, say they suffer from the spectres of those people
lately dead. Upon which their bodies, being dug out of the graves, appear turgid and
suffusedwith blood. Their countenances are fresh and ruddy [with no]mark of corrup-
tion upon them. To prevent the spreading evil, it is found requisite to drive a stake
through the dead body. Sometimes the body is dug out from the grave and burnt to
ashes; upon which all disturbances cease.110

Similar testimony is recorded in Johann Flückinger’s account of a vampire epidemic that
engulfed the Serbian village of Meduegna (c.1727–31). One of the final victims, a young
girl named Stanacka, ‘awoke with a terrible cry, fearful and shaking, and complained that
she had been chocked [my italics] by the son of a hajduk called Milloe, who had died nine
weeks earlier, whereupon she had experienced a great pain in the chest and became
worse by the hour, until she finally died on the third day.’111 According to Flückinger, sus-
pected vampires were exhumed and checked for signs of unnatural vitality—that is, a lack
of decay and the presence of fresh blood—before being pierced through the heart with a
stake and cremated. Henry More’s discussion on the ghost of the ‘Shoemaker of Breslau
(Wrocław)’, taken from an account made by the Silesian physician Martin Weinrich
c.1591, follows the same narratological formula: ‘those that were asleep, [the shoemaker]
terrified with horrible visions, those that were awake it would strike, pull or press, lying
heavily upon them like an Ephialtes, so that there were perpetual complaints every

108SeeWilliam of Newburgh’s ‘Berwick Ghost’ narrative
(V.23): ‘In this town a certain man… after death
sallied forth (by the contrivance, as it is believed, of
Satan) out of his grave by night, and was borne
hither and thither, pursued by a pack of dogs.…
After this had continued for several days [the wiser
of the townsfolk] shrewdly concluded that were a
remedy further delayed, the atmosphere, infected

and corrupted by the… pestiferous corpse, would
engender disease and death’.

109Blair, ‘The Dangerous Dead’, 555.
110The Travels of Three English Gentlemen, in The Har-

leian Miscellany, ed. William Oldys (London: White
& Murray, 1808 [1734]), 376.

111Johann Flückinger, Visum et Repertum (Nuremburg,
1732).
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morning of their last night’s rest, throughout the whole town…’ Eventually, the shoe-
maker’s corpse was exhumed, dismembered, the (uncorrupted) heart removed, and ‘to-
gether with his body they put [it] on a pile of wood and burnt them [both] to ashes’.112

Augustine Calmet’s Dissertations Upon the Apparitions of Angels, an exhaustive and
widely-read treatise on thephenomenonof thewalking corpse, retells a story first published
in the French magazineMecure Galant in 1693–94:

These [Polish and Russian] vampires, or devils in their shape… frequently come out of
their graves, and pay a visit to their relations, whom they squeeze and punch and suck
their blood, till they are reduced to the greatest weakness, and fall away gradually
to their death. This persecution is not confined to one single person but reaches out
to every one of the family, except it [can] be put a stop to by cutting off the head, or
taking out the heart of the vampire.113

Aswith theprevious sources, thedisarticulationof thebodywas theonly truemeansof stop-
ping thepestilence fromspreading. François Richard (1657) and JosephPittondeTournefort
(1718) provide equally vivid testimony for the identification and containment of crushing/
hitting ghosts.114

Although the nature of the medieval testimonies precludes anything as detailed and co-
herent as the Early Modern vampire tracts, it can be argued that the identification and con-
tainment of theHounds’ Priest and the BuckinghamGhost occurred in a similar fashion. The
base structure of the insular revenant encounter corresponded almost exactly to the narra-
tology of the Eastern European vampire outbreak. The initial attack (the nightmare; ‘bad’
death) preceded a wider contagion (the spread of the nightmare and/or the pestilence)
and culminated in the ‘binding’ of the suspect corpse (the final apotropaic response,
often prompted by signs of restlessness on the body). While it is unlikely that this pattern
can be replicated across all cross-cultural instances of revenant activity—especially in
cases where a nocturnal assault or high death count is absent—when nightmares,
disease and ill-timed death did indeed combine, the model is certainly persuasive.

Conclusion
This article has acted as an overview of the canonical and non-canonical conceptions of the
nightmare inmedieval Europe. Sleep paralysis was, and is, a universal physiological disorder
that had no definitive explanation. Imbalanced humours, mental anguish and demonic
sexual contact were just some of the meanings ascribed to the phenomenon by the
medical and theological authorities in the Middle Ages. Theory, however, very rarely

112Henry More’s An Antidote against Atheism (London:
Flesher, 1655), III. 8 (at 209–13).

113Calmet, Dissertations Upon the Apparitions of
Angels, 212–13. The removal of the revenant’s
heart can also be discerned inWilliam of Newburgh’s
‘Ghost of Anantis’ narrative (V. 24), and the account
of the walking dead discussed in Geoffrey of
Burton’s Life and Miracles of Saint Modwenna (at
199).

114
‘Mais enpeudes temps lemort fit paroistrequ il estoit:
car ill commenca à donner tant d’espouvante,

qu’entrant de nuict dans les maisons, criant, hurlant
and frappant…’ François Richard, ‘De Feux Resusci-
tez’, in Relation de ce qui s’est passe de plus remarqu-
able a Saint-Erini isle de l’Archipel (Paris: Cramoisy,
1657), 208–26 (at 215). Describing a vrykolakas out-
break he observed on his travels through the Greek
Islands, de Tournefort writes: ‘the [burning of the
dead man’s heart] did not make him more tractable;
he went on with his racket more furiously that ever:
he was accused of beating folks in the night…’ See
AVoyage into the Levant (London,1741 [1718]), 144.
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conformed to everyday practice. Differentways of ‘moving through’one’s immediate social
field created different rhetorics, or patterns, of belief. It took only a small mental interpol-
ation for the incubus/nightmare to be reconceived as a demonically activated body, a
rhetoric which could circulatewithin the ingrained local traditions of disease causation, am-
bulatory corpses and nocturnal agents. Aspects of this synthesis can be discerned in the
bedroom location of the initial encounters, the common interpretation of the revenant as
a demon-in-disguise and, it can be theorised, the use of jet objects as apotropaic grave
goods. Indeed, if jet ‘chase[d] away the powers of Hell’ in life, either in amulet-form or as
an ingredient in a medical recipe, then this habit of belief could be re-employed to bind
the revenant to the grave or prevent it from being infiltrated by demons altogether.115

One of the more evocative examples of the apotropaic use of gagate can be discerned in
the cemetery of St James’s Priory, Bristol. A pentagonal jet pendant (c.1300), upon which
had been inscribed a Maltese cross and pi-like symbols, was recovered from the coffin of
an adult female (SK64). The presence of folded silver coins dating to 1190 on the
woman’s shoulderblades reinforces thenotion that thesegoods formedpartof anoverarch-
ing strategy toprotect the corpse fromevil.116 Theprotectivepropertiesof jet couldbe just as
effective in death.

In considerationof thenumberof encounterswith theundead (both inmedieval andEarly
modern contexts) that begin with the perpetrator attacking a single victim at night, the link
between the nightmare and the revenant may have been a lot more pervasive than the his-
torical sources suggest. Further investigations into thearchaeologyofpopularmagicmayyet
reveal the prevalence of anti-demon/nightmare remedies in the wider repertoires of corpse
protection, indicated, perhaps, by the presence of jet or betony in the burialmatrix.117 From
an insular perspective at least, the Anglo-Saxon medical manuals and William of New-
burgh’s Historia provide a tantalising glimpse into how the nocturnal assault experience
synthesised within pervading local fears about malign agents, illness and ‘bad’ death.

115The quote is from De Lapidibus, XVIII (at 56).
116Reg Jackson, Excavations at St. James’s Priory, Bristol

(Oxford: Oxbow, 2006), 142.

117For the use of protective magic in medieval mortuary
practices, see Roberta Gilchrist, ‘Magic for the Dead?
The Archaeology of Magic in Later Medieval Burials’
Medieval Archaeology, 2008, 52, 119–59.
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